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ABSTRACT

Danmaku is an emerging socio-digital media paradigm that
puts anonymous, asynchronous user-generated scrolling
comments on videos. (How) can danmaku afford the
illusion and realization of social interactions, if at all
possible given its interactional incoherence nature? To
answer this question, we collect Chinese danmaku users’
reflection on their motivations to use this social service and
explore the actual practices that meet the needs. According
to a preliminary danmaku usage survey, users consider it as
an information seeking and emotion venting channel.
Through archival analysis of real-world data, we find that
danmaku commentaries are relatively short, video-centric,
saturated with emotions, and similar in syntactic and
semantic features. Users have developed a set of
mechanisms adapted to the medium, to leverage such textbased messages to foster interpersonal and hyperpersonal
communication for sharing of facts, thoughts, and feelings.

Figure 1. Screenshot of scrolling danmaku texts overlaid on
an original review video of the movie Big Hero 6.

socializing around media have advocated simultaneous
interaction among audience watching the same multimedia
program, such as text chat accompanying online videos [42]
and live-tweeting about TV broadcasts [31, 45, 15]. Such
live commentary has a stronger reference to the multimedia
content, but often requires users to coordinate their viewing
actions. When a program ends, the words continue to live
on the second screen while triggers of the conversations on
the first screen are gone, making it difficult for people who
do not watch the program at the same time to follow [31].
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In contrast, danmaku, an emerging socio-digital media
service popular in Japan and China, offers an experience
close to collocated shared viewing for asynchronous
viewers by combining the two screens together. Compared
to live streaming applications such as Periscope and
Meerkat [35], danmaku enables more seamless integration
of textual commentary and any uploaded video. It breaks
the constraints of viewing time and optimizes the utility of
screen space to accommodate an exceedingly large amount
of user-generated messages. Sign-in users can superimpose
their floating comments on the video content, often
anonymously (Figure 1). Comments are aligned with the
video timelines regardless of their actual submission time,
and can be seen by any viewer of the video as it plays.

INTRODUCTION

Conventionally, watching a video and reading / posting a
comment about it are separate actions. Users can leave
comments under videos on video sharing websites such as
youtube.com or in separate online communication channels,
e.g., dedicated review sites, general-purpose discussion
forums or social media. In either case, the interconnection
between posterior commentary and the targeted multimedia
content is rather loose. As a result, the comments may be
noisy, sometimes off-topic, or even toxic [13].
Therefore, many researchers and end users who seek better
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The increasing popularity of danmaku services has attracted
interests of media research and industry. The comments are
not just an essential part of danmaku users’ experiences, but
also as a potential lens for content providers and other
parties of interests, e.g., advertisers, investors, retailers,
policy makers [3], educators [22], etc., to gain insights into
momentary video contents and audience reaction. However,
the social and business values of danmaku could only be
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optimized when it becomes a massive, long-lasting success.
It depends on danmaku’s ability to attract and retain users
by deploying social media features on streaming videos.

special visual and animation effects for their advanced
commentary. New comments will appear on screen upon
reload. Regardless of their actual posting time, all
comments for the same video get synchronized with the clip
and scroll (from right to left by default) across the display
in accordance with their video timestamps. This makes
viewers feel like they were really watching videos together
with a group of people sending instant messages. Older
comments can stay on the video until the post pool reaches
its maximum capacity and needs to make room for new
ones. This in some way alleviates the concern of sparseness
of user engagement activities as observed on YouTube [8].
Sometimes a large volume of comments may spam the
entire screen and obscure the view of the video content
underneath. This contradicts with Hamilton et al.’s
impression that video is the “hot media” while text
messages are relatively cold [16]. Users can always hide the
danmaku comments or filter out undesirable ones by
keywords, position, theme, language pattern, etc., to cool
down their screen.

There has been little in-depth investigation on whether and
how sharing of evanescent, asynchronous, and largely
anonymous danmaku comments can foster engaging social
interaction experiences over the course of video viewing.
This paper aims to address the following research
questions: 1) why do people use the danmaku social sharing
feature; 2) whom do they interact with; 3) what do they
share; and 4) how do they adapt to this “fragmented,
agrammatical, and interactionally disjointed” channel [18].
To this end, we conduct comprehensive studies on Chinese
danmaku users’ motivations and behaviors to gain insights
into the social-technical phenomenon of second screen
outside of Western culture, first through a preliminary
survey with 71 danmaku users and then via archival
analysis of 10 videos selected from bilibili.com, a major
Chinese danmaku video sharing site. We find that users
view danmaku as an information seeking channel more than
a dedicated social platform to gain the sense of acceptance
and belonging. Such perception shapes their expectation
and practices. Besides interacting with other commenters as
in live tweeting [31,45,15] or with person(s) in the video as
in live streaming [35], danmaku users also message
fictional characters, individuals not in the audiences,
themselves, and even objects, as a form of hyperpersonal
interaction [40]. The results suggest that danmaku users
have adapted to the medium and developed a set of norms
and schemes for topic organization, listenership signaling,
cross-turn reference, and community identification.

In the early years, danmaku websites in Japan and China
aimed to create the “sense of unity” within the ACG
subculture community [26]. These platforms now provide
access to videos of more diverse genres, and have attracted
users with more diverse demographics and interests.
RELATED WORK

Watching videos online has become a common practice in
our daily life [13]. The huge user base nurtures the practice
of socializing around media.
Video Commentary and Second Screen Phenomenon

Commenting after watching a video online is an intuitive
way for viewers to fulfill their needs for affiliation [21].
Online video sharing sites conventionally place the
comment box right under the video. However, physical
proximity does not necessarily bring the content of
commentary closer to the source video. For example, users
complain about the spams in YouTube comments [34]. As a
result, many people turn to more regulated review websites,
discussion forums, or social media groups in search of
communities that actually share the same interest. However,
this may further reduce the immediacy of communication,
making it harder to reference momentary video content.

ABOUT DANMAKU

The Japanese term danmaku (danmu in Chinese) literally
means barrage – “a curtain of artillery fire”. It refers to a
novel commentary sharing mechanism initiated in Japan
that enables users to “shoot” their comments directly on top
of the videos that they are watching. “Even when the videos
are boring, the viewers are getting together and entertaining
each other [20]”. Introduced by Nico Nico Douga in 2007
for fans of anime, comics and games (ACG), danmaku
quickly became a popular national pastime in Japan, even
invading the space of traditional media [27, 3]. In
subsequent years, two danmaku websites acfun.tv and
bilibili.com were launched, bringing such social interaction
with and through multimedia to Chinese ACG fans. Note
that the global traffic ranking of bilibili has ascended from
about 5,000 in 2014 to 132 by July 2016 (31st in China) [2].

In contrast, exchanging reviews during concurrent viewing
can reduce the cost of grounding, such as efforts to
formulate or digest descriptions of designated scene [9],
and can facilitate relationship building among strangers [43,
28]. Therefore, researchers and practitioners have been
experimenting with synchronous interaction around media.
One of such attempts is interactive TVs that connect
viewers during live shows directly via a television system,
e.g., QUBE [46], AmigoTV [10], 2BeOn [1], HackDay TV
[32], Ambient Social TV [17], AOLTV, and WebTV [36].

Danmaku website users, except those blocked for malicious
behaviors, can upload and watch videos as on an ordinary
video sharing site. But many users also come for the
asynchronous commentary sharing scheme that creates an
illusion of simultaneous group viewing. To post a danmaku
comment, users need to sign in, put down the text, specify
the scrolling scheme, font size, and font color at will, and
then click the submit button. Premium paid users can create

However, people feel that “talking together through the TV
set is redundant with existing communication technologies”
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[14], and prefer the simultaneous use of a second screen
device such as mobile phones, pads, and laptops socializing
while watching TV [14]. In particular, live tweeting
becomes an effective way to communicate thoughts on a
program and establish social networks around it [31, 45,
15]. However, displaying multimedia content and social
media commentary on two separate screens requires users
to navigate their gaze back and forth. To mitigate such
burden, practitioners propose to superimpose user
comments composed on the second screen, such as text
messages [47] and tweets [1], directly on live TV program
or live streaming videos (e.g., in Periscope and Meerkat
[35, 44]). These messages are often presented with posters’
social media ID in a restricted area of the display for a short
period of time during broadcasting [47]. Such design may
not scale well when the volume of incoming messages
increases. It also excludes potential viewers who cannot
access the TV program or live video when it is on. In
comparison, danmaku services open up the entire screen for
user commentary stream coming in at any time, leveraging
asynchronous Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC)
to create an illusion of synchronous group viewing.

Figure 2. Distributions of age, employment status, education
level, and danmaku experience among the respondents.

[40]. We carry out archival analysis on sender, receiver,
channel, and feedback [41] to investigate how danmaku’s
timeline folding and screen usage may foster this process.
PRELIMINARY DANMAKU USER SURVEY

We received responses to our online survey from 71 users
scattered in six countries and regions (73% in China, 24%
female) who visit danmaku sites several times a week.
Since danmaku users are anonymous, we tried to advertise
the survey in ACG-related WeChat groups, student forums
in various universities, and through word of mouth based on
Alexa’s audience geography and demographics analysis [2].
See Figure 2 for detailed information about the respondents.

Danmaku: Evanescent Asynchronous Anonymous CMC

On one hand, similar to existing text-based asynchronous
CMC such as threaded comments in discussion forum,
danmaku is interactionally incoherent, especially with poor
addressivity under an anonymous setting [18]. On the other
hand, the unique channel characteristics of danmaku
provide user control opportunities to enhance social cueing,
which may alleviate the above-mentioned disadvantages.

Findings of the Preliminary Survey

In this subsection, we present survey findings regarding the
respondents’ danmaku usage, their viewing and posting
motivations and behaviors, and perception of danmaku.

The Social Information Processing (SIP) theory posits that
CMC users exchange social information through the timing,
style, and content of messages [39]. First, danmaku users
can exploit chronemics – “How we perceive, structure, and
react to time” [6] – and convert interactional relatedness of
comments to temporal adjacency. That is, regardless of the
actual submission time, posters can place their messages
close to the relevant video scene and associated posts on the
video timeline, preferably with overlapping screen time in
evanescent interactions, as a means of referencing. Second,
danmaku platforms enable posters (sender) to tailor the
appearance and display mode of the comments to reflect
certain meaning [41]. Third, self-disclosure theory indicates
that anonymous danmaku users may reveal more personal,
even intimate information [19], allowing them to focus on
group similarity given nonsalient individual identity (Social
Identity/Deindividuation (SIDE) model [29]). Fourth,
viewers (receiver) can actively seek new informational and
relational partners by filtering danmaku posts.

Danmaku Usage

People indicated that their frequency of visit to danmaku
sites might vary as the website contents changed. Their
favorite genre is ACG (44 people), followed by spoofy
videos, movies, talk or reality shows, music, and TV series.
Only 35% of the respondents agreed that they visited
danmaku websites for the comments, and 30% were neutral.
About 46% of the respondents always watched videos with
danmaku. Another 10% would leave the comments on
unless they get too disturbing. About 23% would hide the
comments when they first played the video and show them
in the second round. One person said he did the opposite,
while the rest only enabled danmaku on selected clips.
About 34% of the respondents said they would filter out
unrelated, redundant, or disturbing posts. Only 63% of the
respondents would share their own comments. Among
them, per clip, 29 individuals (65%) contributed at most
one remark, 11 (24%) would post two to three times, and
five (11%) would give more than three comments.

Existing CMC literature suggests that both the media
characteristics and users’ subjective perception of media
may influence their interaction behaviors [38]. Hence, we
conducted an exploratory survey to study how users
perceive danmaku. Furthermore, interpersonal interaction in
CMC may evolve into Hyperpersonal interaction over time

We compare the differences between users’ perception of
viewing and posting danmaku comments in terms of
communication functions, topics, and emotional triggers.
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Figure 3. Number of responses in regards to (a) the communication function, (b) topic, (c) emotional trigger, and (d) language
usage; the former three consist of responses for viewing and posting, respectively.

Figure 4. Respondents’ level of agreement on statements of
their motivation to use danmaku services.

Figure 5. Respondents’ level of agreement on statements of
their perceptions of viewing and posting danmaku messages.

As shown in Figure 3a, 68% of viewers paid attention to
thought-related comments, followed by subtitle (48%), alert
on an upcoming uncomfortable scene or danmaku exposure
(45%), observation about the video or in real life (39%),
feeling (34%), and resonation – repeating lines in the video
or previous danmaku posts (26%). Only a couple of people
would be attracted to social- or need-related remarks, e.g.,
“Checking-in” and “Who is this” In comparison, 84% of the
commenters would talk about their opinions, 36% would
share feelings, 24% would stress observations, 18% might
signal alerts, 16% would echo the others, and 13% would
ask questions or demand certain actions (need).

compose comments with emotion words e.g., onomatopoeia
(33%) and with punctuations e.g., exclamation (27%), and
18% simply repeat phrases from the videos or others’ posts.
Motivation and Perception of Participating in Danmaku

We further asked respondents to indicate their level of
agreement on various statements of motivation and
perception of danmaku using a 5-point Likert scale.
Overall, as shown in Figure 4, people felt that they leverage
danmaku mainly as an information exchange channel (87%
agreement), sometimes for emotion venting (54%) or social
purposes (45%). People also suggested that the danmaku
commentary could affect their emotion (53%), opinions and
attitudes (52%), decisions (34%), and engagement with the
videos (51%). More specifically (see Figure 4), viewing
comments leads to a stronger sense of belonging (45%) and
acceptance (59%) compared to posting (30% and 34%
respectively). It may be because the former allows danmaku
users to better discover other people with similar ideas,
feelings, and experiences (63%), and the latter is more of a
means of self-expression (59%).

There is a higher consistency regarding the topics that
people like to read versus to write about (Figure 3b). The
respondents were interested the most in the contents (plot,
scene, etc.) and people (look, clothing, etc.) in the videos.
About the same number of people were likely to attend to
posts concerning the quality of graphics, background music,
voice-over, up-loader, subtitle, and response to previous
comments. Slightly fewer respondents would comment on
the visual and sound effects of the videos themselves.
We also asked about what emotions might evoke resonance
and even the impulse to comment (Figure 3c). Humors,
(hilarious) sarcasms, and happiness were intriguing for both
viewers (59%, 52%, and 44% respectively) and posters
(71%, 73%, and 51%), similar to findings in other CMC
systems [4]. Other emotions were relatively less impactful.
In addition, we collected information on the commenters’
language usage (Figure 3d). About 62% of people would
use everyday vocabularies as well as Internet slang, 44%
would add emoji/emoticons, a fair number of posters would

These findings are rather preliminary given the relatively
small sample size. Therefore, we further analyze real
danmaku data as archival analysis and explore danmaku
users’ linguistic practices related to social interactions.
ARCHIVAL ANALYSIS: METHOD AND DATA

We conduct archival analysis on 10 selected videos from
bilibili.com that are representative of the popular types of
videos shared on danmaku websites (details see Table 1).
The first three clips are movie review videos from a weekly
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Video

Type

Running Man
Kingsman
Big Hero 6

CSCW 2017, February 25–March 1, 2017, Portland, OR, USA

Length

Movie
Review
Movie
Review
Movie
Review

Danmaku

Poster

View

Days

3’26’’

1,041

749

315K

46

3’27’’

906

520

217K

18

3’15’’

1,732

1,112

297K

81

Weight Loss

Talk

14’06’’

7,574

5,027

411K

14

Chinese Test
Level 8

Talk

11’56’’

9,903

4,693

521K

10

White House
Dinner

Talk

22’00’’

7,827

3,518

425K

356

Fan Economy

Talk

2’06’’

6,062

3,699

1486K

14

I am Papi

Song

2’35’’

33,097

13,920

2569K

43

Exam Fighting

Song

3’19’’

4,036

1,831

288K

347

Courage to
Love

Song

4’36’’

13,226

4,677

307K

351

Description
A Chinese 2015 reality comedy movie featuring
team competition among celebrities at a landmark.
A 2014 spy movie about the recruitment and
mission of a new young agent in a secret service.
A 2014 Disney animation about how Hiro, his
robot Baymax and teammates save the world
A live stream video of a Chinese girl sharing her
tips on how to lose weight.
A live streaming video of a British guy taking the
Chinese Language Proficiency Test (a fake test).
A video of President Obama's talk at the 2015
White House Correspondents' Dinner.
An original video by Papi, a popular Chinese
Internet celebrity, talking about fan economy.
A third-party music remix of existing videos made
by Papi.
An original song by a popular Chinese Internet
singer on the theme of school exams.
A Japanese song with a remix of scenes from
various Japanese animas on the theme of love.

Table 1. Information about the 10 selected videos: title, type, length of video, number of danmaku posts collected, number of
unique posters, number of viewing (according to bilibili.com), the duration of data collected, and a brief description.
Communication Function (Expression)
Presence

Greeting, self-introduction

Feeling

Emotion, mood

Thought

Personal opinion

Emphasis
Observation

Echo of an existing idea
Facts on video and life

Need

Question, demand

Warning

Alert of existence

Language Type (Formulation/Mode)

Interaction Addressee (Target)

Statement
(original post)

Self-written message without
explicit addressee

Poster

Specific poster(s)

Uploader

Author / actor of a video

Interaction
(targeted post)

Self-written message with clear
addressee(s)

All

Every viewer of a video

Repetition
(re-post)

Message that repeats or
rephrases others’ words or lines
in a video

Others
ACG

Others not in the video
ACG characters

Self

Poster him/herself

Object

Non-living entity

Table 2. Summary of codes for communication function (bold ones are from [23]), language type, and interaction addressee.

series called “What Movie shall we Watch” produced by
one of the most popular uploaders in the Chinese video
sharing community. The other seven clips were all once the
top 100 most popular videos of the month on bilibili.com.

use of symbols, including emoji or onomatopoeia such as
“hhhh” and “233333”, emoticon, number, letter, pointer,
and punctuation (other than comma and period) in the
writing. We only marked the most salient syntactic feature
of each post according to the order in the previous sentence.

Data Collection

We obtained the danmaku data of the 10 videos from
bilibili.com in the form of XML files, which include each
post’s physical and video timestamps, scrolling scheme (i.e.,
scrolling, fixed at the top of the screen, fixed at the bottom
of the screen, reversed scrolling, precise positioning, or
advance), font size, font color, category (ordinary, subtitle,
special), and poster ID.

For content, we have two coders independently label the
message expressed in each post (a.k.a. communication
function, extended from [23] based on open coding on
sample data), the mode of expression (a.k.a. language type,
indicating the existence of monologue, dialogue, and
multilogue [33]), and interaction addressee (if any). Table 2
lists the detailed codes and their explanations. The two
coders had a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.90, 0.92, and 0.93 for the
three categories labels respectively, on a random sample of
200 danmaku posts. They then coded all the data and
resolved disagreement via discussions. They also
constructively tagged the topics of the posts together using
a bottom-up open coding scheme.

Data Processing

In total, we collected 85,404 danmaku comments and
extracted a set of attributes based on the SIP theory [39,41],
i.e., time, style and content. Timing is reflected by the time
stamps. For style, we wrote a python script to compute the
length of each post in characters and the number of other
posts with a cosine similarity greater than 0.8. This measure
somewhat reflects the extent of posters’ language alignment
behaviors. In addition, our script automatically detected the

DANMAKU USERS’ SOCIAL INTERACTION PRACTICES

In this section, we present our analysis results of danmaku
users’ social interaction practices. Overall, we identified
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comments over time (Figure 7a) may evoke similar feelings
in danmaku viewers given clear contextual cues – the video
content. This may lead to perceivably intimate, even
hyperpersonal relationship among the users [40], possibly
faster than in email or traditional discussion forum.
Linguistic Characteristics of Danmaku Posts

We also summarize the linguistic features of the comments.
Scrolling 11-Character-Long White Text with High Similarity

We calculated the descriptive statistics of the format, the
length, and cosine similarity of the danmaku commentary.
Results showed that the comments were generally 11±7
characters long, 63% ~ 93% were scrolling text, 99% were
in the default medium 25-point font size, and 47% ~ 84%
were white. Across the 10 videos, 35% ~ 82% of the posts
were similar (cosine>0.8) to at least one other comment.
Frequent Omission of Personal Pronouns

We studied whether there was an increased use of personal
pronouns by danmaku commenters due to the need for a
sense of presence and addressivity in an anonymous setting.
However, we actually observed the pronoun-dropping
phenomenon, e.g., “Frankly speaking [I] don’t really
understand the logic”, “Shouldn’t [you] say ‘wait a second’
(´･_･`)?”, “[She] looks like ZHAO Wei”, etc. For most of
the videos, only 5% ~ 9% of the danmaku posts contained
first person pronouns and 1% ~ 6% for second person. The
videos of “Courage to Love” and “Fan Economy” are
exceptions that will be discussed in the later section.
Similar to findings of a previous study on Internet chatroom
[12], the omission of pronoun occurs in danmaku because
of 1) sufficient inference of the instance being referenced
from context, given that the comments are attached to
specific video time point; and 2) fast pace of this CMC, as
the floating comments have very limited screen time.

Figure 6. Overview of the frequency distribution of
danmaku posts of the 10 videos.

38,164 unique danmaku commenters, 1,582 of whom
posted on more than one video. The comment-to-poster
ratio is 2.24. About 65% of the danmaku users submitted
one message, 27% wrote two to four comments, 8% posted
five-plus times or more. We examined the chronological
inconsistency between the physical and video timestamps
of posts by the same user on the same video, and found that
at least 11% of people replayed the video and wrote
comments in different rounds of viewing.
Temporal Characteristics of Danmaku Posts

The majority of the danmaku comments occur within the
first week of video release (Figure 6). Popular videos such
as “I am Papi” and “Fan Economy” that are related to a
well-known Chinese Internet celebrity at the time, i.e., with
a rather “ripe” viewer network [11], has a slower decline.
Some videos such as “Weight Loss” may get a surge in
commentary number sporadically if ranked high on the site
or mentioned in other media, i.e., of a “non-ripe” viewer
network fluctuating with exogenous events [11].

Heavy Use of Onomatopoeia, Emotional Symbol and Emoji

Average over the 10 videos, 17% of the danmaku
comments contain onomatopoeia such as laughter and cry
and 18% come with punctuations such as “!!!” and “……”
(Figure 7b). Another 5% have some emoji / emoticon. This
may be because danmaku service feels more like instant
messaging or online chat where sending emoji and
emoticons to express momentary, hyperpersonal feeling has
become a common practice [30]. We discuss the function of
all these emotion expressions in the next subsection.

While the compositions of danmaku comments of different
communication functions vary greatly from video to video
(Figure 7a), the temporal patterns share certain similarities.
For example, 20% of the messages about one’s presence,
such as “[I am the] first 100 [poster]” and “Hello everyone,
occur in the first 5% of the video length (82% by the first
third of the videos). Since there is not much to talk about
during this period, danmaku users take the opportunity to
call for more participation and entertain one another.

In the following analysis, we discuss danmaku users’
adaption to medium with an emphasis on the following
questions: 1) who are the common addresses of danmaku
commenters? 2) What do they communicate about to
facilitate identification of possible community? And 3) how
do they maintain the social connections?

The number of thought-, feeling-, and observation-related
danmaku posts rise periodically depending on the
organization of the video content, which is different from
the pattern found in live tweeting [45]. In particular, bursts
of positive or negative feedback (e.g., sarcasm, a form of
flaming [39], Figure 3c) created by aggregating collective

Adaption to Danmaku Medium for Social Interaction

As Herring suggests, text-based communication can be
simultaneously incoherent but enjoyable, as users have the
ability to adapt to the medium [15]. Compared to traditional
text-based interaction methods such as email and instant
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Figure 7. Distribution of danmaku posts of different (a) communication functions, (b) language styles, (c) language types, (d)
interaction addressees, and (e) reference devices.

messaging, danmaku may have more disadvantages as a
communication medium. First, danmaku messages are
generally unidentifiable, both in terms of the author and the
time of submission [41]. Second, it is difficult, if possible,
for commenters to know who is going to read or even reply
to their message and when that is going to happen. Third,
danmaku posts have very limited screen time. The scrolling
ones are even harder to capture as they are constantly
moving. Fourth, danmaku posts may come in large volume,
and thus any individual piece may not get sufficient
attention from the viewers. Despite the above-mentioned
drawbacks, the body of danmaku users in China is growing,
covering a much wider population than when the services
started. It is interesting to explore how danmaku users
leverage the unique features of the medium and SIP
strategies (i.e., timing, style, and content) [39] to ensure a
pleasant, immersive experience as indicated in our survey.

instance, “Those who want to gain weight, please go to
another video.” (“Weight Loss”, challenge another poster)
“So, I come for the uploader. [to the uploader] You are so
cute!” (“Weight Loss”, declaration)
Most of the disputes on topical appropriateness that we
observe in the 10 videos occur when people vent their
feelings related to the general theme of the video but not
necessary to the specific content, such as love confessions
to people in real-life in the “Courage to Love” anime song
video and in the “Fan Economy” video. To resolve such
issues, many danmaku sites organize their contents into
different channels with distinct practices, as a way to define
group identity (SIDE model [29]). As a commenter wrote,
“I never thought that I could cheer for Korean idols without
getting yelled at in other channels.” (“Fan Economy”)
In general, danmaku posts are short-lived. It means that offtopic messages which are relatively small in quantity are
likely to be left unattended anyway. On the contrary, if an
initially unintended subject matter gets reinforced by a
significant percentage of commenters, negative voice gets
suppressed. Consequently, the video, e.g., “Fan Economy”,
becomes an outlier for such messages to be accepted.

Topics Organization and Maintenance

One of the challenges of asynchronous computer-mediated
communication is topic decay [15]. Users’ memories of the
“current” topic may have faded away after a long wait. In
danmaku, the close connection between the comments and
the video session that they are attached provides good
contextual information for the users. Take the three movie
review videos as an example. About 50% of the comments
are directly related to the current movie scene. Most of the
other topics are extended from the video content, such as
general comment on the movie (7%), character (6%) and
actor/actress (6%) in the scene, lines (5%), voice-over
(3%), and subtitle (1%). Another 8% are replies to previous
danmaku messages. The off-topic danmaku posts are
mostly in the presence category (14%).

Signals of Listenership

According to our analysis on language type, an average of
78% of danmaku comments over the 10 videos does not
have a direct addressee (i.e., 62% statement and 16%
repetition; Figure 7c). However, a considerable portion of
these messages actually plays an important role in
maintaining social connections between the posters and the
videos (or characters in the videos). They serve as
backchannels [Mclau84], a kind of signal of listenership. To
be more specific, we identify two major types of
backchannel activities. The first is non-verbal, including:

Although not explicitly written as official guidelines by all
danmaku sites, our survey respondents stress that there are
some general norms of danmaku etiquette that help
maintain the topics, such as no ad, no spoiler, and no
discussion on irrelevant works. Sometimes posters question,
even confront potential off-subject comments. People can
clarify their motivation upfront to avoid such criticism. For

• Onomatopoeia (or description) of laughter, applause, etc.
• Exclamation represented as punctuations, symbols, or
some vocal utterance with little referential meaning.
• Facial expressions in the form of emoji and emoticons.
• Head motion such as nods.
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use words as if they were talking to a social actor, such as
“wait for me”, “don’t go / run away”, and “hold on”.
Results of the reference analysis above give us good hints
to identify intended addressees of interactive comments.

• Hand gesture and body movement shown as kaomoji.
They are mainly depiction of audience’s emotional
reactions, and thus occur more frequently in talk show or
live streaming type of videos. As shown in Figure 7b, the
videos of “White House 2015 Correspondents’ Dinner” and
“Chinese Test Level 8” received a relatively higher
percentage of onomatopoeia comments. The White House
video in particular had very few interactive danmaku
messages, because the Chinese viewers may not be that
familiar with the topics presented by President Obama.
However, the posters experienced emotional contagion [5],
and were eager to show that they have paid attention and
are part of the crowd in the scene. For example, “ 23333
Although [I] don’t know what’s the punch line, I laugh as
the audience are laughing. It must be funny (‘infected’ by
the dinner guests in the video when President Obama talked
about the ‘bucket list’).” “Cheers! ~ ( ゜▽゜)つロ (when
president Obama proposed a toast at the end of his speech)”

(Who) Common Addressees of Danmaku Comments

Although danmaku commenters cannot conveniently direct
messages to specific users as in conventional social media
services, they still try to initiate social interactions with
other people. Sometimes people really want the message to
reach its intended recipient. One of the most common
strategies is to post the same message multiple times to
ensure its visibility, either all at once as static danmaku
occupying the center of the screen, or separately at different
location of the video. For example, in the video “Courage to
Love” with 59% of targeted comments, 39% of the posters
repeated their messages at least once (maximum = 163).
Consequently, some danmaku users would actively look for
messages that are possibly for them, so that they could
respond instantly, such as “I am just checking if anyone
confesses love to me. [I] don’t want to miss it ╮(╯▽╰)╭”

The second type of backchannel activity is repetition, i.e.,
mirroring the language in the video or paraphrasing it with
some minor revision. The former feels like singing along in
a live concert. A good example is the “I am Papi” music
video with about 34% of the danmaku comments in this
category (Figure 7 right). Figure 1 shows another example.
There is a burst of “(!–!)” and “I am Baymax, your
personal healthcare companion” in danmaku when the
movie title “Big Hero 6” showed up as well as when
Baymax was first introduced. Paraphrasing with revision in
contrast, adds more personal flavor to the message. For
example, in all three movie review videos, we found
someone modifying and re-posting the opening line “what
movie shall we watch” as “what movie shall we tease”,
which somewhat explains their nature.

We also notice that some people just want to speak out the
words that they have intended to say to another person,
whether that person could hear it or not, “Love you forever,
you may not see my words anyway.” There are occasions
when users deliberately leverage danmaku to say things
they would not say otherwise, knowing that the addressee
would never read the message, “<name>, wait for me. I will
tell you that I love you when I graduate!! Wait for me =w=”

In general, when well synchronized with the video timeline,
the backchannel messages look like simultaneous feedback
to the video in the eyes of danmaku viewers. This is a
pragmatic approach to demonstrate active listenership,
strengthening the posters’ affective connection to the videos
on one hand, and creating a more engaging “group-viewing”
experience on the other hand.
Cross-Turn Reference

We further explored how danmaku posters resolved the
challenge of addressivity in the remaining 22% of the
anonymous, interactive comments. We recorded several
devices for referencing a previous message under disturbed
adjacency, by manipulating content and style (Figure 7e):
• By location
Phrase, e.g., “the one in the front” and “the one upstairs”
Pointer, e.g., “←”, “↓”, “↖”, “←_←” (looking to the left)
• By color, e.g., “Thank you, the red words”
• By content, e.g., “the one who said Beijing”, “love it +1”

Regardless of the posters’ original intent, we classify their
direct recipients into seven categories, including poster,
uploader, all viewers, other people, ACG character, self,
and object. Table 2 provides detailed descriptions of each
category, and Figure 7d shows the distribution of
addressees in each of the 10 videos. We give some example
danmaku comments in each category below.
To other Poster(s)

The major categories of conversations occurring between
danmaku commenters include:
• Disapproval, e.g., “[I as] People from New York feel
happy about being able to stay at home for several
weeks…” and “Those from New York, don’t mention it. [I
as] People from Boston are smiling at you” (“White
House 2015 Correspondents’ Dinner” about snow storms)
• Praise and appreciation, e.g., “Thank you for warning me
of the upcoming danmaku wall” (“I am Papi”)
• Question and answer, e.g., “The one who likes <name of
an actor>, any movie of his to recommend?” and
“Actually, he is more of a theater performer” (discussing
about a celebrity that appears in “Running Man”)
• Demand or request, e.g., “Go off the subtitle!”
To the Uploader or Key Actor in the Video

The videos analyzed in this paper were all pre-recorded. In
other words, the uploaders (or actors / characters) in the
videos are not giving a live speech. However, danmaku

Interestingly, danmaku posters often treat a scrolling
comment as the avatar of its unnamed writer, and thus may
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users still treat them as if they were talking face-to-face. In
some cases, the uploader throws out a question and
stimulates heated responses in danmaku. For example, the
uploader asks the audience if he gets a full mark in the
Chinese Proficiency Test. Comments e.g., “You did great”
and “No, one problem is incorrect!” soon cover the screen.

Therefore, most of the love confessions for idols are
broadcasted to the entire danmaku audience (see the To all
Viewers subsection for example) rather than directly sent to
the idols themselves (Figure 7d).
To Self and to Non-living Object

Comments addressed to oneself are generally positive, like
encourage and praise. Most of these comments appear in
the “Exam Fighting” video, for instance “[I] can make it to
my dream school” and “Study harder – to myself!”

Sometimes the uploader simply makes a remark, but the
commenters are still keen to provide feedback. For instance
the uploader notes in the “Running Man” video that,
“…after all, my voice sounds the best!” Many people
express agreement in danmaku, “Yes, yes~233”, “Uploader,
your voice is really sexy, hhhh”, “But I thought the other
voice-over is better Σ(っ °Д °;)っ”. To sum up, danmaku
users are willing and often ready to interact with characters
in the video as if having an in-person conversation.

Occasionally, commenters personalize a non-human entity
and frame it as the recipient of the message. The actual
subject of the underlying message is still the poster
him/herself. Related to the same video above, an example
message directing to a non-living entity is “Tsinghua
[University], wait for me.”

To all Viewers

Overall, only the messages addressed to other commenters
have the potential to evolve into multi-turn communication
in the traditional sense. The others take the form of a
conversation but are more for emotional venting. Our
discussions in the next two subsections focus on the social
interactions among posters.

Messages to all viewers can be a greeting, a wish, a
demand, or a question. For example, “See you all at the
beginning of the video” (“I am Papi”), “Everyone, good
luck ( ノ ≧∇≦) ノ ”(“Exam Fighting”), “He is mine. No
objection!” (“Fan Economy”), and “Am I the only one who
finds it funny?” (“White House”)

(What) Things to Share that Help Find Similar Posters

Usually, posters do hope to get some reply to their
questions raised for all viewers, especially the factual one
like name of an actor or a song. However, it is likely that
the same questions have been asked and responded multiple
times before. People just do not seem to bother with
digging out the answer from the pool of danmaku. Instead,
they just ask it again, even though those who know the
answer get frustrated from time to time, “Please kill
yourself if asking that question [about the song] again”
(“Courage to Love”).

Since inter-commenter communication can take up more
than 70% of the posts with a clear addressee in some video,
it is worth investigating what gets people to interact.
• Geographic location, including culture, language, etc., is
the first most potent topic that attracts people together. It
occurs in all 10 videos. For example, posters named their
own school in “Exam Fighting”. In the “Weight Loss”
video, posters from different provinces in China debate
about the uploader’s accent.
• Hobby, especially if it is related to certain subculture, is
also effective, as shown in the “Fan Economy” case.
• Demographics information e.g., age and gender is helpful
particularly when the video subject matter is intended for
certain population. For example, many posters of “Exam
Fighting” explicitly declare which class they are in
because the song is meant for final year students. In
“Weight Loss”, many male viewers voluntarily expose
their gender and start conversations among themselves.
• Personal problems such as constipation in “Weight Loss”
and poor hand writing in “Chinese Test Level 8” are
discussed, as they are easier to resonate with.
• Physical features such as detailed weight and height
exposed by 1,367 commenters under the “Weight Loss”
video allow people to find others that look like them.
• Thoughts and feelings that can also bring people closer.

To other People (Virtual or Real)

Danmaku posters’ “conversational partners” are not
restricted to those in or related to the videos. In the example
videos, we observed users express affection to their loved
ones in real life, to idols, and even to ACG characters that
live in the anime world (in “Courage to Love” and “Fan
Economy”). It results in a significant increase in the use of
the first and second person pronouns (see examples at the
beginning of this section). To our surprise, almost 60% of
the love confession messages leave the full name of the
recipients (10% using initials and 26% using nick names).
Three comments even provide detailed addresses.
Some of these one-directional conversations happen in a
fantasized scenario. For example, “ <idol’s name>, where
shall we have our wedding?”, “Mom, let me explain!”
(imaging being caught by mom watching the “I am Papi”
video over and over again), and “Police, take this person
away” (complaining about some dirty question in the
language test).

As self-disclosure research in CMC indicates, anonymous
danmaku users are willing to give away some private, even
intimate information when there are fewer face concerns
[19]. Users tend to overattribute to group similarity inferred
from these self-identity clues (SIDE model [29]) and could
result in a form of assertive mixing (a.k.a. homophily), a

It feels like danmaku has given users a safe space to
unleash their feelings and imagination. We notice that idols
are more socially distant than loved ones in real life.
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tendency that “a contact between similar people occurs at a
higher rate than among dissimilar people” [25].

Overall, the above-mentioned strategies echo the stylebased cross-turn references discussed in the prior section.

(How) Strategies to Retain Connection to other Posters

DISCUSSION

Since there are no common handlers available in danmaku
as in other social media, posters have creatively developed
several methods to maintain self and group identities.

As suggested by the results of our preliminary survey and
archival analysis, viewing and posting danmaku comments
are a form of interactive information seeking behaviors.
This implies that danmaku services have the potential to
serve as a (video-based) crowd computing platform, which
can be a good scenario for future research on how to
leverage users’ social-technical behaviors on digital media.

By Appearance

The two most frequent ways to declare one’s identity
through the style of a danmaku post are fixed location and
font color – user control opportunities enabled by CMC
[39]. Since danmaku services only allow static posts
anchored on the top or at the bottom, these places are
usually reserved for posters of specific roles, such as the
uploader him/herself, those in charge of contributing
subtitles of the video, and those help annotate the video
content for all viewers. Other posters can refer to them by
location or by the content in the follow-up communications.

Danmaku as a Crowd Computing Platform

In this subsection, we discuss the feasibility of using
danmaku for crowd computing based on findings of the
archival analysis. First of all, danmaku can attract a huge
crowd in a short period of time. For example, the video “I
am Papi” received about 1,000 comments and millions of
viewings in the first week (Figure 6). It was because
someone initiated a campaign to make it the most popular
video on bilibili.com. The words spread out and hundreds
of thousands of danmaku users participated. They
encourage each other to view the video a few more times
through danmaku messages even late in the evening.

The use of color is more flexible in comparison. Individual
posters with special functions can stick to a non-white color
when commenting repeatedly throughout the video. As in
the “Courage to Love” video, the uploader announced at the
very beginning of the clip that, “Although you should know
all these animes [in the video], the uploader [me] will
explain again in pink words at the bottom [of the screen]
…” (by uploader), and “Pink word, you are awesome!”(by
another poster later)

Second, a requester can directly post questions in danmaku
when seeking information related to the theme of the video.
The questions are likely to receive multiple responses,
which can be leveraged for quality control. Requesters can
also employ the community attraction methods discussed in
the paper to get danmaku users to reveal their demographics
and location information. This could enable requesters to
better pinpoint a specific user group as the target.

Groups can also use color as identifier. For example, in the
“I am Papi” video, danmaku users start to translate the
lyrics into different languages and dialects, such as English,
Japanese, Korean, Russian, Arabic, Cantonese, and even
Ancient Chinese. The translation is actually a team work.
Each language takes a different color, so that later danmaku
lyrics of the same language can adopt the corresponding
color to maintain the recognition as an integrated whole.

The 10 videos used in the archival analysis provide some
examples of social computing tasks that can be
accomplished using danmaku:
• Video annotation. Danmaku posters try to identify the
guests in the White House Correspondents’ Dinner.
• Opinion poll. By counting and comparing the existence
of different idols’ name in the “Fan Economy” danmaku
pool, one can get an estimate of these idols’ popularity.
• Marketing research. Commenters of the “Weight Loss”
video mentioned different weight control apps and
discussed about the pros and cons of each from
consumers’ point of view.
• Problem solving. This is similar to having the audience
work out the Chinese Language Test with the uploader.

Via Language Play

We also observe that commenters of certain social groups
tend to follow a language pattern that is distinguishable
from the others. This is an exercise of using linguistic
alignment as a social glue to strengthen hemophilic bonds
through self-presentation in CMC [7, 39]. For instance, in
the “Fan Economy” video, many danmaku users who are
actual fans trumpet for their own idols. Some of them
actually form authentic, informal fan circle online by
applying a particular formation of words among the
members, whenever they join the “conversation”. Example
patterns include “<name>’s magic is great”, “<name> don’t
leave me alone”, and “<name><kaomoji>”. Sometimes, an
organizer would post some key words as a reference for
other members. For instance, in the video “Kingsman”, one
group’s leader says, “<name A>’s fan, show me your
hands”, and people would reply, “hands up”. Another
group’s leader posts a message saying “<name B>’s fan,
give me a hug”, followed dozens of “hug, hug” comments.

Potential Improvement of Danmaku Services

In order to better support social-technical interactions on
digital media, potentially for future crowd computing
applications, existing designs of danmaku services need
further improvement. According to our preliminary survey,
69% of the respondents prefer the current danmaku display
format, i.e., overlaying on top of the video, and about 58%
of the participants want to keep the services anonymous.
However, we can still improve danmaku’s support of
informational and relational interactions and analysis.
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Timing. Instead of having posters manually specify the
video timestamps of their messages, danmaku platform
could provide simple graphical tools to help anchor
comments and plan their screen time. Besides, allowing
posters to mark the messages they respond to could benefit
information seeking later.
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